Narrative organization of literary texts for children: communicative and pragmatic aspects

The research aims at revealing communicative and pragmatic properties inherent in the narrative structure of the literary texts for children. It is believed that to implement a desired intention and to create a necessary perlocutionary effect the author chooses a definite model of narration. The model of narration is actualized on different text levels: lexical, grammatical, semiotic, narrative. It subordinates the composition structure, the plot, the narrator of the text. The reconstruction of the model of narration enables to reveal communicative and pragmatic aspects of the literary texts for children of different genres. Different author’s intention – to advertise a child, to teach a moral lesson, to make a child believe in himself, to make a child think and be curious – is realized via a certain model of narration. These models of narration are realized in the research as “play models”, they activate in child’s mind his experience and knowledge about different games and keep him involved and interested in the development of the plot.
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